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In today’s medical imaging department, countless hours are wasted dealing with 
problems that affect hanging protocols, image routing, and AI orchestration. At the 
core of our healthcare interoperability challenges is non-standardized clinical data.

ENDEX transforms medical imaging data to a consistent, clinically-relevant standard 
nomenclature and enables relevant clinical content linkage across different IT systems. 
Endex enables consistent display of hanging protocols, improves image routing, and 
orchestration intelligence.

• Series are technically identical but labeled differently, creating display 
and processing issues

• Series descriptions lack clinical relevance
• Different facilities label studies differently, making comparisons impossible
• Data is missing or inaccurate
• And more ...

• Eliminate hanging protocol display issues
• Reduce manual intervention for radiologists and PACS administrators
• Improve radiologist satisfaction with your PACS
• Lessen potential repetitive stress injuries
• Enrich data with reliable, clinically-relevant labels and metadata

THE PROBLEM

THE SOLUTION

Medical Image Standardization



• Endex maps heterogeneous DICOM 
headers to a defined universal 
ontology

• Studies and series now appear with 
normalized descriptions, enabling 
hanging protocols to work

• Relevant, uniform descriptions 
facilitate faster reporting time, easily 
queried studies, and less frustration 
from radiologists

• Manual intervention is reduced by 15-
90 seconds per study

• Admin staff reclaim time from 
mundane tasks

HOW IT WORKS
• Enhance your workflow and increase 

operational productivity
• Improve radiologist job satisfaction
• Reduce your physician burnout
• Decrease the complexities of PACS 

hanging protocols
• Expand capacity across multiple roles
• Help you get back to life
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MULTI, Inc. exists to provide access to authentic parts, service, 
and technology through our OEM allegiant relationships.

We have a history and passion for investing in and growing 
disruptive technology and software businesses that have the 

potential to radically improve healthcare delivery.

Our mission is to deliver superior value to both healthcare facilities 
and OEMs by forming collaborative partnerships that produce 

operational excellence and innovation. Our investment philosophy 
focuses on niche technology solutions that solve specific identifiable 

problems, make immediate impact, and drive long-term value.
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MULTI-INC.COM/ENDEX

990 E. Cedar Street 
Ontario, California 91761

909.591.6444

enlitic@multi-inc.com

 BOOK A DEMO TODAY 
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